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I

INTRODUCTION: CAVERS’S DOUBLE LEGACY

This issue of Law and Contemporary Problems on transdisciplinary conflict of laws comes on a double anniversary. Seventy-five years ago this year, Law and Contemporary Problems was founded as Duke’s first law journal by David Cavers. Cavers was a strong proponent of interdisciplinary and empirical approaches to the law, and, in fact, Law & Contemporary Problems was founded as an interdisciplinary alternative to traditional law reviews. The journal has since honored this openness to interdisciplinary studies.

Of course, Cavers was not only a proponent of interdisciplinarity; he was also a leading figure in conflict of laws. In 1933, the same year in which Cavers inaugurated Law and Contemporary Problems, he published his seminal “Critique of the Choice-of-Law Problem,” one of the cornerstones of the early legal-realist critique of traditional methods in conflict of laws and still one of the
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This symposium issue grew out of a small workshop organized at the Faculty of Law, University of Toronto, and a conference held subsequently at Cornell Law School. We warmly thank the contributors to the issue. This symposium issue has also benefited from the comments and support of the other participants in these events: Nathaniel Berman, Dan Danielsen, David Fraser, Janet Halley, Marie-Andrée Jacob, Michel Lasser, Alex Mills, Ed Morgan, Sergio Muñoz-Sarmiento, Kunal Parker, Alain Pottage, Kim Lane Scheppelle, Gary Simson, Chantal Thomas, and Joel Trachtman. We draw on their work here as indicated.

1. Outside the United States, conflict of laws is often called “private international law.” In this introductory article, we will use the two terms, and the term “conflicts,” interchangeably.

2. See Foreword, 1 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 1 (1933); David Cavers, Memorandum to Dean Miller from David F. Cavers: Suggestions with Reference to the Proposed Duke Law Review (1932); Proposal Leading To The Creation of Law and Contemporary Problems, 41 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 167 (Spring 1977).

3. See Remarks by David F. Cavers to Duke Students Concerning the Origin of and Vision for Law and Contemporary Problems, 51 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. xxiii–xxvi (Summer 1988); see also Lyman Brownfield, A Tribute to David Cavers, 51 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. xvi (Summer 1988); Erwin Griswold, David F. Cavers, 51 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. i (Summer 1988); Maurice Rosenberg, David F. Cavers: Champion of Law-Related Social Research, 51 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. vii (Summer 1988); Albert M. Sacks, David F. Cavers, 51 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. v (Summer 1988); Paul Carrington, In Memory of David F. Cavers, 51 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. xii (Summer 1988), as well as the letters contained in Some Letters from the Dean’s Files, 51 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. xviii (Summer 1988).
most influential articles written on choice of law in this country. The journal has also honored this legacy in several important issues dedicated to problems of conflict of laws, beginning in the second year of its existence.

Cavers’s interest in the interdisciplinary study of law and his interest in conflict of laws were interconnected. He later wrote of his famous article, “In Wall Street, financial pillars were collapsing; in Washington, the New Deal was assailing old constitutional barriers; and in the law schools, the Realists were emerging. Past doctrines were there to be challenged. I chose choice of law.” In a similar spirit, this symposium brings together the relation between domestic law and foreign law, encapsulated in the conflict of laws, and the relation between law and other disciplines, expressed in the focus on interdisciplinarity. It does so at an important moment, both for conflict of laws and for interdisciplinarity in law.

Conflict of laws has been relatively dormant for some time. Of course, scholars continually repeat the mantra that private international law is becoming ever more important as international transactions are ever increasing, the same mantra proclaimed by their predecessors in the nineteenth century. But there is a feeling of staleness to these proclamations, at least for North America. The U.S. Supreme Court has not ruled on interstate conflict of laws since its trilogy of cases in the 1980s; and its jurisprudence on the extraterritorial application of U.S. law can safely be called erratic and lacking a firm conceptual basis. More is happening in the lower courts, but annual reports can do little more than map the approaches and criticize the frequently unsatisfactory opinions. In Canada, the Supreme Court systematically rebuilt much of private international law in the early 1990s in four decisions concerning jurisdiction, forum non conveniens, recognition of judgments, and choice of law in tort. However, the Court’s explicit rejection of all governmental-interest

approaches to choice of law in favor of a strict, formal *lex loci delicti* rule in tort\(^{11}\) signified a moment of deep disillusionment for many Canadian common-law scholars who had hoped to bring the U.S. “conflicts revolution” to private international law in Canada.\(^{12}\)

For a long time, such a feeling of staleness existed in conflict-of-laws scholarship, too. With some exceptions, the grand theoretical and methodological projects published in major law reviews had given way to minute analyses of specific doctrinal problems. More recently, though, the general trend towards interdisciplinarity has begun to spread to conflict of laws. Economic analysis has finally reached it. The first wave of writings was largely by economically oriented scholars in the United States whose background and main interest lay in other areas of the law and who found conflict of laws to border on these substantive areas—corporate law, international economic law, and so on.\(^{13}\) A second wave of work by (often non-U.S.) scholars of conflict of laws added further doctrinal details of private international law to the economic modeling.\(^{14}\)

The infusion of political-science analyses into private international law has followed a similar trajectory, though on a smaller scale. For a long time, invocations of political ideas in the field amounted to little more than sound
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12. See Vaughan Black, *supra* note 11, at 339 (“[I]n years gone by a leading topic of conversation in law faculty common rooms across the country was choice of law methodology. Times have changed.”); John Swan, *Federalism and the Conflict of Laws: The Curious Position of the Supreme Court of Canada*, 46 S.C. L. REV. 923, 948 (1995) (“A judgment written in 1994 that adopts so unequivocally the vested rights theory of conflicts is so unexpected that it is as if one encountered a practicing alchemist: What can one possibly say?”). For two telling snapshots of common-law Canada, compare Richard Risk, *Canadian Law Teachers in the 1930s: “When the World was Turned Upside Down,”* 27 DALHOUSIE L.J. 1, 13–17 (2004) (using John Falconbridge and Moffat Hancock to track Canadian conflicts scholars’ alliance with the U.S. “conflicts revolution”) with Herbert, *supra* note 10, at 23 (describing how from a variety of perspectives, commentators regarded *Tolofson* as souring conflict of laws in Canada).


bites, and empirical research was rare. This may be beginning to change, in view of more-recent theoretical and empirical work.

Another interdisciplinary approach comes from legal anthropology, and, more specifically, from theories of legal pluralism. Paul Schiff Berman has drawn on these literatures to argue for an approach to conflict of laws that is both cosmopolitan (and thus more open than current approaches to foreign claims to regulation) and pluralist (and thus open to the designation of nonstate normative orders as applicable law). Gunther Teubner likewise has sought to draw on conflict of laws to address three core questions of systems theory: the nature of the conflict between different functional subsystems of society, the nature of the conflict between state law and other “quasi-legal” orders, and the nature of the conflict between different legal regimes, especially in international law.

These interdisciplinary approaches are promising, but they still stand somewhat isolated from each other and from the mainstream, and perhaps the full potential of interdisciplinarity has not yet been recognized. The goal of this symposium is to strengthen and deepen the growing interdisciplinary orientation of private international law. Accordingly, the articles in the symposium push the boundaries of interdisciplinarity in the field in challenging and sometimes surprising directions. Many are experimental in nature. Many bring theoretical and disciplinary perspectives to bear upon conflict-of-laws issues that have not before been part of the conversation. Many are written by scholars who do not consider themselves to be primarily conflicts experts. Many even reframe the goal of conflict-of-laws analysis, from solving judicial disputes to reflecting on the wider and deeper issues at stake in conflicts problems.


II

THEMES: INTERDISCIPLINARITY
OF CONFLICTS AND CONFLICTS OF INTERDISCIPLINARITY

An interdisciplinary approach opens up two different themes. One is the familiar insight that other disciplines can both enlighten and enrich; they can provide new and exciting perspectives on a field. This is true for conflict of laws as for other legal disciplines, if not more so. The other, less-developed theme is the value that can come from the ensuing conflict between law and the other disciplines in question.

Drawing on the articles in the symposium, this introduction surveys existing approaches to interdisciplinarity in conflict of laws. It distinguishes between an interdisciplinarity internal to the law that relates conflicts to other legal spheres and issue areas (II.A), and an external interdisciplinarity that engages nonlegal disciplines such as economics, political science, and anthropology (II.B). Later sections outline a number of ways in which the contributors to the symposium push the interdisciplinary project further: approaching the study of conflicts through its discourse and imagery (II.C), through the historical and present-day context of colonialism (II.D), and through ethnographies that detail how its doctrines are experienced and produced in the real world (II.E). The last section discusses how these and other interdisciplinary insights yielded by the symposium might provide a richer and more-productive concept of conflict of laws (II.F). It goes without saying that although each article appears under one heading, many of the articles relate to several of them.

A. The Conflict within Conflicts: Public and Private

For much of the twentieth century, private international law has been subjected to quite radical critique. Brainerd Currie’s exclamation that “[w]e would be better off without choice-of-law rules” is emblematic of a general concern. One challenge to conflict of laws is internal to the law: the decline of the public–private distinction. Conceived as specifically private international law, conflict of laws seemed ill-equipped to deal with conflicts between public laws, or even with the public aspects of conflicts between private laws.

One possible consequence is critique. If indeed all law is public law, as standard critiques of the public–private distinction maintain, this must mean that conflict of laws as private international law is open to the same critique as was private law before: it assumes a separate private sphere that does not really exist; it restricts the courts’ adjudicatory power in a way that prevents courts from effectuating social change; it prioritizes the market over the political system. Much of the early realist critique of conflict of laws can be viewed in this light. In the first article in this symposium, Joel Paul, in scrutinizing the

recent history of the concept of comity, draws on this theme to mount a scathing critique of private international law. He lays out how comity was expanded in two ways to restrict the regulatory power of U.S. courts. First, comity turned from a mere discretionary instrument to a system of virtual obligations: courts were no longer free, in practice, to determine whether and when they could defer to foreign law; after the comity revolution they were reduced to following rules in doing so. Second, Paul argues, comity is no longer owed merely to foreign laws; now, courts owe similar deference to private autonomy, to the executive, and even to the global market, as evidenced in the recent Empagran decision of the U.S. Supreme Court establishing the limited reach of U.S. antitrust law with regard to global cartels.

Such critique need not lead to a rejection of the field. Another response to the claim that the private is always already public in conflicts would be to bring choice of law to bear more directly on matters of public law, whether domestic or international. Indeed, much recent interest in the field seems to be devoted to such possibilities. In general, the relation of conflict of laws to domestic public law is being measured anew, as is the relationship between public and private international law.

In public international law, the proliferation of international courts and tribunals with sometimes overlapping jurisdictions and the growing number of different spheres of international law and systems of rules applicable to the same facts have led the United Nations International Law Commission to propose an “international law of conflicts.”

Christian Joerges and others have made the constructive proposal to conceptualize the relationship between European Union Law and the law of the member states as a conflict of laws. And in the current debate over the role, if any, of customary international law in U.S. courts, several scholars have reached for choice-of-law rules as a middle ground.

And yet two articles in this issue demonstrate that the distinction between public and private does not evaporate quite as easily as some commentators might wish, nor perhaps should it. Ralf Michaels shows how the public–private distinction reappears in economic analysis of conflict of laws ostensibly predicated on abolishing it. Karen Knop demonstrates the potential of the distinction for new and alternative ideas of private as opposed to public citizenship. In this light, as we argue elsewhere, the demise of the public–private distinction may in fact mean not the death but the growth of conflict of laws.


32. Ralf Michaels, Economics of Law as Choice of Law, 71 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 73 (Summer 2008).


laws. For instance, the paradigmatically public question of the status of prisoners held by the U.S. government at Guantánamo is being reconceived by some as a matter of private international law, that is, of the territorial reach of U.S. laws and jurisdiction.  

Whether conflict of laws is methodologically suited to such tasks is often not discussed in depth. In this symposium, Jacco Bomhoff takes on these questions. He enriches the debate over the extraterritorial scope of application of human-rights doctrines by connecting it to the doctrine of state action and also to conflict of laws. What may at first sound like a curious conflation of three incommensurables yields fascinating insights: The territorial limits on governmental regulation addressed in the problem of extraterritorial human rights can be informed by the substantive limits on such regulation addressed in the state-action doctrine. And the conflict with foreign sovereigns, which the question of extraterritorial human rights treats as a problem of public law, can be linked to the conflict with foreign sovereigns regarding the applicable private law as addressed in the conflict of laws. In Bomhoff’s analysis, the collapsed public–private distinction is used not as a tool of critique but as a source of mutual inspiration, even a kind of interdisciplinarity within the law: after the collapse of the distinction between public and private, conflict of laws can usefully inform constitutional law, and vice versa.

B. The Conflict between Conflicts and Other Disciplines

The debates surveyed in the previous section concern discussions within the law. But much recent interest in conflict of laws goes beyond legal doctrine per se. Some of this interdisciplinary work comes from conflict-of-laws scholars who, disappointed by traditional methods, or perhaps in search of new things to say, import approaches from outside the law. Some such work comes from scholars from other disciplines altogether—economics, political science, anthropology—who view conflict of laws as a fruitful field for experimentation. Sometimes, these interdisciplinary approaches amount to little more than reformulations of traditional approaches in conflict of laws. Sometimes, however, the new perspectives open new potential for the discipline.

One use of interdisciplinarity currently in vogue seeks to directly translate insights from other disciplines into substantive legal rules. Unfortunately, the rules that result from such translations more often than not closely resemble what already existed before the doctrine. For the example of law and


economics, Ralf Michaels shows in this volume that most new economic analyses, at least if read as substitutes for legal doctrine, do not yield new and more objective solutions. When read as doctrine, they reformulate existing doctrinal models, reinstating in particular the old standoff in the field between views privileging governmental interests and views attentive to private interests. When these analyses are used to resolve specific doctrinal problems—the applicable law in transboundary torts, the problem of characterization, the question whether choice-of-law rules should be formulated as rules or standard—they simply replicate existing doctrinal debates.

On another level, however, such “outsider interdisciplinarity” can help both to highlight the specific sensitivities and rationalities existing within conflict of laws and to develop a new, richer and more theoretical, view of the field. Thus, political-science analyses draw attention to the connection between private international law and global governance in a way that is largely ignored by insider experts. At the same time, political science and political theory may (re)insert a political perspective into a discipline that has long been defined by technicalities that, ironically, are based on concepts like governmental interests that once carried enormous political significance. Such studies may also show the opposite: the political significance of these technicalities within global governance. If, as Michaels demonstrates in his article, economic analyses cannot overcome the struggle between public and private conceptions of private international law, this may suggest how fundamental this struggle is to the field. Building on this, he shows that economic analysis can highlight what traditional analysis ignores: the regulatory competition between legal orders, the role of individuals in shaping this competition, and the dependence, deliberate or not, of conflict-of-laws norms on the structure of the global legal system. The same could be said of the effort to reorganize the field of conflicts around debates in legal pluralism, as Annelise Riles argues in her article. If this effort largely bumps up against familiar problems and, by its own admission, ends up advocating already familiar doctrinal solutions, the insights of legal pluralism nevertheless can help develop an understanding of the sensitivities necessary to deal with the global legal pluralism that characterizes the situation of law in today’s world.

Robert Wai’s contribution to this symposium also engages with legal pluralism. Writing in the international business context, Wai lauds accounts of global legal pluralism for their analyses of the growth of multiple normative orders and their recognition of interlegality, meaning the superimposition, interpenetration, and mixture of different legal spaces in both mind and action.

37. See Michaels, supra note 32.
40. Id. (quoting BOAVENTURA DE SOUSA SANTOS, TOWARD A NEW LEGAL COMMON SENSE 437 (2d ed. 2002)).
However, Wai argues that while these accounts serve as an important corrective to a doctrinal focus on state norms, they overemphasize nonstate normative orders, for example, insisting on a purely nonstate lex mercatoria unrecognizable to legal practitioners. For Wai, they also miss the full extent of their own conception of interlegality. He proposes instead “transnational private law” as a frame of reference that adds private international law to private law, thereby reminding us of private law’s concern with relationships among plural and transnational normative orders, both state and nonstate. Seen as a decentralized and intermediate form of transnational governance, Wai’s notion of transnational private law also highlights his own distinct view of interlegality, which regards a certain degree of contestation and conflict among normative orders as legitimate.

C. Discourse and Imagery of Conflicts

The true promise of interdisciplinarity, then, is not the mere substitution of one discipline for another, but mutual enrichment.41 This insight becomes all the more important if we want to dramatically broaden the range of issues, questions, theoretical frameworks, methodological approaches, and historical and cultural contexts in which conflicts problems are analyzed. We believe the interdisciplinary project can be pushed further to engage a much wider range of methods and concerns, including, in particular, approaches that are noninstrumentalist in character, those that do not aim to translate immediately into technical solutions to doctrinal problems. A broader interdisciplinary approach—broader by virtue of the fact that it highlights what is left out of traditional conflicts analysis—demonstrates in concrete and consequential ways the remarkable ability of conflicts methodologies, whether by courts or by academics, to make what is often most pressing, most poignant, most epistemologically challenging and most politically and morally difficult about particular questions mysteriously vanish from the foreground.

One approach to the cultural study of conflict of laws is to look at discourse and imagery: to bring intricate techniques of discourse analysis to bear upon the language of conflicts cases and scholarship. The discourse of conflict of laws can conceal or highlight important underlying concerns. For example, the regulation of cyberspace has famously been conceived as a matter of conflict of laws, in which the state is asked to grant comity to the allegedly autonomous normative

---

regime of the Internet. Much of the ensuing debate has dealt with substantive questions: How different is the Internet, really, or how much deference is appropriate? Andrea Slane, in her article for this symposium, does not address these policy questions but instead focuses on the imagery used to define them. She dissects the images of globalization at work in conflicts cases involving harms caused by postings on the Internet and demonstrates how these images work to produce a coherence for the field of conflicts as well as the nature of the Internet as a discursive space.

Such discourse analysis bears fruit in other debates as well. For example, much of the debate on the legality of same-sex marriage in the United States now takes the form of choice-of-law analysis, a move away from the constitutional mandate for or against same-sex marriage to the constitutional mandate of states to recognize marriages entered into in other states. It seems fair to state that for most participants in the debate, conflicts is a mere end towards a substantive goal: proponents of same-sex marriage propagate the duty of states to recognize out-of-state marriages; opponents emphasize doctrinal conflict-of-laws arguments like the public-policy exception against such a duty. This substantive and instrumental focus has led scholars such as Gary Simson to argue that the proper space for such debates is not conflict of laws at all, but substantive law, and most importantly constitutional law.

Brenda Cossman’s article in this issue takes a very different tack. Cossman reads the battery of arguments at work in doctrinal debates about the recognition of gay and lesbian marriages alongside other images of these migrating marriages in television and film and in wedding announcements in the New York Times. At a most basic level, this cultural analysis reminds us that doctrinal efforts to abstract from the substance of disputes aside, substance and, in particular, cultural and political context continue to matter in ways that are often both crucial and unappreciated in the discipline. Cossman’s analysis also shows how the intricate moves of recognition and deference that characterize technical doctrinal maneuvering in the conflict of laws are actually consequential for the political substance of debates. The question of same-sex marriage is in essence one of recognition—not only by other states, but by society at large. Even public policy, when invoked against recognition, restricts

same-sex marriage only in the narrow doctrinal sense. Brenda Cossman uses Judith Butler’s version of speech-act theory to think about what is “sayable” and not sayable in the language of conflicts. The invocation of public policy, Cossman shows, is also a speech act, which paradoxically reinforces the existence of gay and lesbian marriage as a political problem, and recognizes the validity of a same-sex marriage, even if elsewhere. In this sense, the question of the enforceability of foreign marriages cannot but be part of a wider, global cultural conversation—a conversation taking place through global forms of media as much as through global forms of law and in particular conflict of laws—about the politics of sexuality.

For Nikitas Hatzimihail, likewise, a close reading of the imagery conflicts scholars use to describe their own discipline tells us something important about the identity of the discipline itself. Writing on lex mercatoria, the allegedly autonomous law of international commerce, Hatzimihail takes as his subject not lex mercatoria itself or its actual history, but its frequent description as “new” in comparison to an “ancient” law merchant said to have flourished in medieval and early modern Europe. He scrutinizes different ways in which history is invoked to legitimate different twentieth-century notions of lex mercatoria. In view of the great likelihood that a historical lex mercatoria has always been a latter-day fabrication, these historiographies gain importance not for the past but for the present.

D. Conflicts as Colonialism

Although in its doctrines conflict of laws focuses paradigmatically on similarly situated states or sub-state jurisdictions, many conflicts problems are, in one way or another, a product of histories or present-day forms of colonization. Here once again conflicts can benefit from a rapprochement with public international law. Critical scholars of colonialism working in public international law have dramatically turned on its head the conventional wisdom that public international law is a product of European civilization and a tool of peace. They have shown that public international law in fact evolved principally out of practical problems associated with colonial domination, such as how to make sense of, govern, appropriate the resources of, manage, and convert what is “Other” to the cosmopolitan West. Several articles in this issue make a similar move with regard to private international law.

Conflicts doctrines manage political and cultural conflict involving overlapping and contested forms of sovereignty. Although the dominant view in the field often treats such conflict as conflict among equal states, in fact much of this conflict arises out of situations of domination, hegemony, or imperialism. In doctrinal terms, this is treated as irrelevant. It is just “background” to the technical doctrinal problem. But this context is often the engine of doctrinal development, and it is impossible to make sense of the doctrine without understanding it as a tool of colonization and also, sometimes, as a place of resistance to colonial authority.\(^{49}\) Joel Paul’s article describes how the doctrine of comity evolved in intimate relationship to the global debate about slavery in the nineteenth century.\(^{50}\) Most of the theories of legal pluralism discussed in the papers by Wai and Riles evolved out of efforts to impose foreign law on colonial subjects and efforts to integrate law and custom in colonial and postcolonial states.\(^{51}\)

Two articles address these issues head-on. Audra Simpson’s article concerns conflict-of-laws problems in cases involving the smuggling of cigarettes from the United States into Canada.\(^{52}\) In \textit{R.J. Reynolds}, the best known of these cases,\(^{53}\) the Canadian government brought an action in the United States against a cigarette manufacturer to recover lost tobacco duties and taxes and money spent on additional law enforcement due to an alleged conspiracy to smuggle cigarettes into Canada for sale on the black market. The ordinary doctrinal focus in these cases is the revenue rule as a vehicle for addressing conflict between two sovereigns—the U.S. and Canada—and between public and private concerns. Simpson shows how this emphasis blinds us to another,
arguably more-pertinent conflict: the question of Native American sovereignty and of the colonial history underlying the territorial boundary between the United States and Canada. R.J. Reynolds involved the St. Regis–Akwesasne Indian Reservation on the New York border with Canada, yet this sovereignty question miraculously vanishes from the picture when Native American movements across state borders become a question of the applicability of the revenue rule to a dispute about cigarette smuggling. Simpson thus reminds us that the sovereignty question can reappear once we remind ourselves of what is at stake in conflict-of-laws disputes. The article highlights the dramatic erasure of the colonization of North America from disputes concerning the exercise of Native American treaty rights.

Likewise, Teemu Ruskola shows how the United States Court for China, created in 1906 and abolished in 1943, was another way in which conflict of laws figured in the colonizers’ imposition of their own law and values elsewhere. Although the court has been described as a legal curiosity—“probably the strangest federal tribunal ever constituted by Congress”—Ruskola sets it against a history of Western powers’ assertions of extraterritorial jurisdiction over their citizens in non-Western countries. Tasked with treating China as if it were part of the United States, the Court fashioned its jurisprudence from laws including pre-independence American common law, the codes of the District of Columbia and the Territory of Alaska, and Chinese property law. Ruskola invokes theories of language, writing, and discourse to analyze both how American understandings of extraterritoriality make themselves blind to their own contradictions and their political consequences and how these doctrines confront, and often suppress, their own political and epistemological limits.

E. Ethnographies of Conflicts

Another approach to conflict-of-laws problems is ethnographic or interpretive. Rather than analyze the hidden grammar of the language and imagery of conflicts doctrine, or bring a new body of theory to bear upon conflicts problems, the interpretive approach paints a rich and revealing picture of how conflicts doctrines are experienced and produced in the real world. Its value is that it highlights aspects of ordinary lawmaking that may be so important and fundamental to the field that they ironically become too

56. For a discussion of extraterritorial jurisdiction in the period 1815 to 1939, situating this system in the context of Western international legal theory and practice of the time, see generally, e.g., GERRY SIMPSON, GREAT POWERS AND OUTLAW STATES; UNEQUAL SOVEREIGNS IN THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ORDER 227–53 (2004).
mundane for comment and hence are overlooked by insider-theorists and doctrinalists.\textsuperscript{57}

Fleur Johns’s article in this issue exemplifies this approach.\textsuperscript{58} Her article, informed by both theoretical erudition and experience as a former practicing attorney,\textsuperscript{59} gives us a richly textured picture of what “party autonomy,” a keystone of conflicts doctrine, actually means in the real world—how it is experienced, enacted, and produced—within the global culture of transnational dealmaking. Johns’s focus on “the deal” reveals a much richer picture of the actual exercise of party autonomy than what conflicts doctrine typically assumes. One of the insights of this approach that is particularly relevant is that the field of conflicts is not just a set of norms embedded in doctrine but a set of knowledge practices.\textsuperscript{60}

F. Towards Interdisciplinary Conflicts

The contributions to this symposium suggest that conflict of laws, understood in its broader implications and context, is far from stale, but can actually become an exciting site for current debates. Moreover, even if interdisciplinarity cannot generate directly applicable rules, it can lead to more informed, richer, more adequate ways of doing conflict of laws.

In her article, Annelise Riles shows how contemporary anthropological insights into the character of cultural difference and cultural fragmentation can reframe conflict-of-laws analysis in productive ways.\textsuperscript{61} Taking up the example of the treatment of Native American sovereignty in U.S. courts, she argues that a theory of conflict of laws as a discipline devoted to addressing the problem of cultural conflict is more doctrinally illuminating than the mainstream view of conflict of laws as political conflict. Rethinking these cultural conflicts through the prism of recent anthropological insights about culture as a problem of empathetic description and collaborative engagement with others, moreover, both reveals the importance of conflicts as a field and draws attention to aspects of the field’s methodology, such as the description of foreign law, that are given too little attention in mainstream analyses.

Karen Knop develops private international law as the private side of citizenship.\textsuperscript{62} She shows that although we ordinarily think of citizenship as public, private international law covers some of the same ground. Private international law also harks back to a historical conception of the legal citizen

\textsuperscript{57} See, e.g., ANNELISE RILES, COLLATERAL KNOWLEDGE: LEGAL REASON IN THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL MARKETS (forthcoming 2008).

\textsuperscript{58} Fleur Johns, Performing Party Autonomy, 71 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 243 (Summer 2008).


\textsuperscript{61} Riles, supra note 38.

\textsuperscript{62} Knop, supra note 33.
as someone who could sue and be sued, and someone who belonged to a community of shared or common law that was not necessarily a territorial community. Knop demonstrates that Anglo-Canadian private international law has particular value as private citizenship in a post-9/11 world because its treatment of enemy aliens, illegal immigrants, and members of religious immigrant groups and other minorities offers us examples of actually existing cosmopolitanism within the common law. Related to Riles’s article, she proposes that the value of private international law for citizenship lies in its store of technicalities through which we can think about cosmopolitanism on the public side of citizenship as well. As Marianne Constable points out from the perspective of political theory in her afterword, the uses of conflicts in modern national and transnational politics is an example of the way law is now often prior to politics—how it not only responds to, but creates the allegiances and the divisions of the contemporary world. And yet the straddling of insider and outsider perspectives advocated in this issue also usefully keeps an awareness of the precise limits of doctrine and technicalities—of what law perhaps cannot achieve. Constable argues that what conflicts ultimately cannot achieve, despite its many uses, stems from the failure of all technocratic law: it “fails at reconciling . . . ‘is and ought.’”

III

CONCLUSION: BEYOND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

Cavers’s ambition for this journal was that it could “become a medium for that correlation of the law with other social sciences concerning which so much is being said everywhere and so little is being done anywhere.” In many ways, this plea for interdisciplinarity has still not been fully heeded, at least as regards the conflict of laws. At the same time, Cavers’s plea arguably did not go far enough. Although the social sciences, on which he focused, are not ignored in this volume, many of the essays instead invoke the humanities and their methods and theoretical approaches to bear upon conflict-of-laws problems. This interdisciplinarity demonstrates and informs how conflict of laws, long chided as overly technical, utilizes this very technicality to address some of the biggest problems the law faces today, such as the character of sovereignty, the nature of legitimacy in situations of exceptional political conflict, the problem of the accommodation of cultural and political difference, the relationship between minorities and majorities, the relative nature of any singular set of values, the impact of diasporic communities on the authority of the nation-state, the role of state and power in defining subjects and communities, the relationship between global communities and local markets, or between local communities and global market forces, and, perhaps most generally, the global fragmentation and proliferation of systems of politics and values.

63. Cavers, supra note 2, at 168.
Much of the potential of interdisciplinarity has so far remained untapped; much still needs to be done. In this sense, the conclusion to this introduction can be no more than an overture—to the articles in this symposium issue, but also to further research and debate. Our hope is that over and above a number of individual studies, this volume showcases what is possible, both for choice of law and for other, extralegal, disciplines.